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TT
he author, a mathematician at the University of
Seville, organized a comprehensive exhibition of
historical materials on the occasion of the 2006

International Congress of Mathematicians (ICM), held in
Madrid. His extensive efforts are evident in this book with its
carefully researched text and extraordinary collection of 400
illustrations, many of which have not appeared elsewhere, at
least in recent times. The text is a joy to read, and the lavish
layout is a delight to the eye. Even the cover is a hint of good
things to come: a wraparound group picture of the 1954
Congress in Amsterdam on the actual cover and a similar
group picture of the 1950 Cambridge Congress on the dust
jacket. Usually when these group pictures are reproduced in
a book, the images are so small it is impossible to make out
much of anything. But these covers are large and the pictures
are skillfully reproduced, with detail so clear that one can
easily pick out faces of old friends.

The literature on the International Congresses of Mathe-
maticians is not extensive—until now, only two books were
available (in addition to the proceedings volumes issued
after each congress), one published prior to the Berkeley
Congress in 1986 [1], the other a history of the Inter-
national Mathematical Union, which now organizes the
congresses [2].

The author covers these international meetings as
events, with lots of color pictures, showing not only mathe-
maticians and meeting venues, but also ephemera: posters,
invitations and tickets, logos, postage stamps, scenes of
social events and excursions—and even the sheet music of
a song by Tom Lehrer.

In a Foreword, Lennart Carleson describes attending his
first Congress, appropriately that of 1962 in Stockholm.
‘‘The congress was a great experience. I was amazed to
encounter the richness of our field and how unimportant
my own specialty was considered by many people. I made
friends from different parts of the world and these contacts
have lasted through the years. I saw icons of mathematics
whose names I knew from theorems and listened to their
lectures. I remember in particular Jacques Hadamard. The
organizers of the congress had with great effort managed to
get a visa for him for a few days, in spite of the risk for the
security of the country to let an 85-year-old communist in.
This was my first contact with the problem of how politics
interferes with mathematics. Much more on this subject can
be found in this book. At the congress I listened to lectures
by not only Hadamard but also H. Cartan, K. Gödel, J.
Leray,… and S. S. Chern, to just mention a few. I also

remember the excitement of the Fields Medals—who
would win?—and the discussions afterwards.’’

Carleson captures the pleasure of attending one’s first
congress, as well as subsequent ones. If one is not standing
on the shoulders of giants, one is perhaps able, for a short
time, to rub shoulders with them. Mainly we stand aside in
awe—seeing Pontrjagin chatting with someone on a street
corner, seeing groups of Fields Medalists past and recent
together, catching a glimpse of Sierpiński or Bombieri or…
and hearing some great talks.

This is not a book about mathematics; it is primarily about
the community of mathematicians. To be sure, by reading
titles of plenary sessions, descriptions of major mathematical
announcements, and reports on the work of Fields Medalists,
the reader can get some picture of the mathematics of the
time, but for details, one really needs to consult the published
proceedings. Still, Curbera catches the spirit of the congresses
beautifully. Mathematicians, like other people, can be diffi-
cult, remote, and unwelcoming individuals, but at these
meetings they often appear to be genuinely happy to see
each other. Of course, as Lehto makes clear in Reference [2],
some of the politics of mathematics can be ugly: difficulties
after World War I affecting the organization of postwar
congresses in Strasbourg, Toronto, and Bologna, and politi-
cal conflicts during the Cold War delaying the Warsaw
Congress in 1982. In Vancouver and Helsinki there were
questions about whether Soviet mathematicians would be
allowed to attend and how the delegates were being chosen.

Curbera does not dwell on these problems; he maintains
a light touch, as the book’s proletarian title suggests. In the
captions, in particular, one occasionally finds an unex-
pected remark, as when he says that the design of the
postage stamp showing Jean Bernoulli, issued by Switzer-
land on the occasion of the 1994 Congress in Zürich, ‘‘could
have been prettier.’’

The narrative proceeds largely chronologically, from
the international ‘‘congress’’ convened in Chicago on the
occasion of the World’s Columbian Exposition in 1893
(planned for 1892 to commemorate Columbus’s discovery
of America, but postponed because of construction delays),
at which Felix Klein spoke. Papers by others not in atten-
dance, including Hermite, Hilbert, Minkowski, Pincherle,
and Pringsheim, were presented but not read by the authors.
The first ‘‘official’’ congress was held in Zürich in 1897, with
participants from 26 countries (108 countries were repre-
sented in Madrid). Rivalries, if not outright political conflict,
were evident in Zürich: thanks to the organizers’ strong ties
to Göttingen, there was no representation from the Uni-
versity of Berlin.

Perhaps the most famous congress was held three years
later in Paris at the time of another World’s Fair, the 1900
ExpositionUniverselle. Themain eventwasHilbert’s speech,
in which he announced the first ten problems from his
famous list of 23, setting the mathematical agenda for the
20th century. Following successful congresses in Heidelberg
(1904), Rome (1908), and Cambridge (England) (1912), held
with little drama, there was a break in the series during World
War I. The first Congress after the war was held in Strasbourg
(1920), a provocative choice. France had, under the provi-
sions of the Treaty of Versailles, again taken control of
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Alsace, which had been lost to Germany in the Franco-
Prussian War of 1871.

Invitations to Strasbourg were not issued to mathemati-
cians from the Central Powers (Germany, the Austro-
Hungarian Empire, Bulgaria, and Turkey), and the Congress
name was changed from International Congress of Mathe-
maticians to International Congress of Mathematics. There’s
a difference. The exclusion of German mathematicians and
others continued into the Toronto Congress of 1924 with
details too complex to go into here. The Toronto Congress
did, however, contribute one innovation of note: the first
group picture of the delegates was taken. In Bologna, four
years later, the president of the honorary committee was
Benito Mussolini! But more important, the Congress took
back its former name. As Oswald Veblen explained at the
Amsterdam Congress (1954), ‘‘The series of International
Congresses are very loosely held together. They are not
congresses of mathematics, that highly organized body of
knowledge, but of mathematicians, those rather chaotic
individuals who create and conserve it.’’

The first Fields medals were awarded at the Oslo con-
gress in 1936. Attendance was disappointing because of the
Great Depression and the ominous political events in Eur-
ope. In Oslo the next site was announced—New York or a
city nearby—but that congress would not be held until 1950.

Throughout this chronological account, the author
intersperses chapters (‘‘Interludes’’) on: ‘‘Images of the ICM,’’
logos and memorabilia; ‘‘Awards of the ICM’’ (the Fields
Medal, the Nevanlinna Prize, and the Gauss Prize); ‘‘Build-
ings of the ICM,’’ with pictures of the meeting sites from the
Richelieu Amphitheatre in Paris (the size of a large class-
room) to huge convention halls seating thousands; and ‘‘The
Social Life at a Congress.’’

This last aspect of congresses is important and had been
from the beginning—congresses are, after all, meetings of
mathematicians (in early congresses activities were planned
for the ‘‘ladies,’’ while their husbands took care of Congress
business). The social events take various forms and just as
God in his wisdom, it has been remarked, placed signi-
ficant bodies of water next to large cities, someone sees to
it that ICM participants have cruise options: Zürich-See
(3 times!), Oslo Fjord, the Strait of Georgia, the Gulf of
Finland, and San Francisco Bay, to name a few. Of course
there have been exceptions. In Rome participants had only
the fountains at Hadrian’s Villa; in Bologna 400 participants
made a long journey to Ravenna to see the Adriatic. This
book includes a picture of Hadamard on the sand removing
his shoes to go wading, still wearing his hat. On the boring
train ride back to Bologna, Hadamard tossed out a chal-
lenging problem to those in his compartment. They spent
the trip quietly working on it, while Hadamard napped.

Nonaquatic events for the Berkeley congress in 1986
included a rodeo and a Western barbecue. The 18-day rail
trip from Toronto to Vancouver and back in 1924 still holds
the record for excursion length. The author notes wryly that
after this trip, John Charles Fields, who had organized the
Congress (and for whom the medals are named) suffered a
sudden decline in his health. Small wonder!

And there has been music. The Cambridge Congress in
1950 set records in that department: a concert by the Busch

String Quartet, with recitals by Helen Traubel, the reigning
Wagnerian soprano of the day, and the folk singer Richard
Dyer-Bennett. (Can it be coincidence that Dyer-Bennett’s
brother was a mathematician?) In Beijing there were per-
formances of three Chinese operas; this book provides
short versions of the plots, thus demonstrating that Verdi
and Wagner did not exhaust the supply of silly opera
scenarios.

If you enjoy reading about mathematicians, their foibles
as well as their passion for their subject, this book has much
to offer. In addition to the photographs of meeting sites, you
will find lists of participating countries; portraits of many of
the plenary speakers, Fields Medalists, and presidents of
congresses; group pictures of the participants; pictures of
statuary in host cities (Lobachevsky and Chebychev in
Moscow, Lie in Oslo); displays of calculating equipment at
the Cambridge Cavendish Laboratory, in Zürich, at Harvard
(with Grace Hopper), and, in Amsterdam, mechanical cal-
culators trying to keep up with a human calculating prodigy;
pictures of the medals—Fields, Nevanlinna, and Gauss, in
full color (both obverse and reverse); and title pages of
pioneering journals, among others. Some of the pictures are
surprising. One shows the Premier of France, Paul Pain-
levé—a mathematician who had given a plenary lecture on
differential equations at the Heidelberg congress—standing
with a tall, young man who turns out to be Charles Lind-
bergh! A picture of a wreath, laid at the base of the well-
known Abel monument in Oslo by the German delegation,
shows a prominently placed swastika!

The lists of talks at the congresses allow us to track the
ebb and flow of subdisciplines. Mathematical physics and
mechanics were strongly representated in early congresses,
less so later. Today connections with physics are high-
lighted again with Fields Medals for Witten, Jones, Drinfeld,
and Kontsevich.

The first female plenary speaker was Emmy Noether
(Zürich, 1932). The next, Karen Uhlenbeck, spoke 58 years
later (Kyoto, 1990). In 1994 (Zürich) there were two women,
Ingrid Daubechies and Marina Ratner, but in Berlin (1998),
only one (Dusa McDuff). Progress is not necessarily
monotonic.

As for trends in meeting sites, the first six congresses,
and almost all of them since, have been held in Western
Europe. But there have been four in North America (Tor-
onto, Cambridge, Vancouver, Berkeley) and recently two in
Asia (Kyoto, Beijing), with Hyderabad scheduled for 2010.
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